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Respected colleagues and friends,
It is with great pleasure and pride that I present to you the International Practical Shooting Confederation (IPSC), the worldwide governing body for the exciting and dynamic sport of Practical Shooting. Since 1976 we have work tirelessly in building and developing this thrilling and challenging sport... what started with a group of friends wanting to develop dynamic shooting it has now grown into an international association with almost a quarter million active members across 6 continents... and we are just getting started! I cordially invite you to know more about Practical Shooting and to join us in this Great Way... are you ready?
OUR VISION IPSC Practical Shooting is recognised as the best recreational, challenging, highly skilled and safest shooting sport in the world.

OUR MISSION To bring the unique gun handling culture of IPSC Practical Shooting to the rest of the shooting world.

BY SUPPORTING THE IPSC our partners help us developing our sport worldwide and cultivate the safe, responsible, recreational use of firearms by persons of good character.
International Practical Shooting Confederation (IPSC) is delighted to announce the official re-launch of the new IPSC Patron Program, aimed at raising funds for the future growth and development of IPSC programs and services.

Becoming an IPSC Patron is an excellent opportunity for the dedicated few to join an exclusive and prestigious fellowship!
BECOME A PATRON

Gain access to exclusive privileges and benefits!

SPECIAL ACCESS

- Priority and guaranteed slots
- VIP service and personal assistant

VIP EVENTS

- VIP seats at the Opening Ceremonies
- Solemn IPSC official dinners and events

AND MORE!

- Right to access the General Assembly
- MasterClass with IPSC President
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ENTRY FEE: NOT APPLICABLE AT THIS MOMENT

GOLD LEVEL
NO AVAILABLE SLOTS AT THIS MOMENT

Two guaranteed slots to all IPSC Handgun World Shoots for LIFE!
These are two VIP slots in the Pre-Match, at no charge. However, at the Patron's discretion, the two slots can be exchanged for one slot in the Main Match, at the prevailing registration fee.

One guaranteed slot to any IPSC Level IV Continental Championship for LIFE!
This is one VIP slot in the Pre-Match, at no charge. However, at the Patron's discretion, the slot can be exchanged for one slot in the Main Match, at the prevailing registration fee.

- Guaranteed priority reservations at the official match hotel
- VIP manager for assistance on Level IV and V IPSC matches
- Access to the VIP Parking Area at the shooting range
- Two seats at a VIP area of the Opening Ceremony
- Two seats at a VIP table of the Awards Presentation Dinner
- A unique, numbered IPSC Patron identity badge, card and wallet
- An IPSC Patron pin and certificate
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**PLATINUM LEVEL**
LIMITED TO 50 PEOPLE

Two guaranteed slots to all IPSC World Shoots for LIFE!
These are two VIP slots in the Pre-Match or one slot in the Main Match, at no charge.

One guaranteed slot to any IPSC Level IV Continental Championship for LIFE!
This is one VIP slot in the Pre-Match or Main Match, at no charge.

- Guaranteed priority reservations at the official match hotel
- Access to the VIP Parking Area at the shooting range
- Two seats at a VIP area of the Opening Ceremony
- Two seats at a VIP table in the Awards Ceremonies
- A unique, numbered IPSC Patron identity badge, card and wallet
- An IPSC Patron pin and certificate
- Special invitations to the IPSC solemn dinners of the IPSC Directors
- VIP manager for assistance on Level IV and V IPSC matches
- Friendly Practical shooting Master Class with Mr. Vitaly Kryuchin, IPSC President, European Champion, Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences

**ENTRY FEE:**
USD 15 000

**ANNUAL FEE:**
USD 1 000
IPSC PARTNERSHIP

ENTRY FEE:
USD 100 000

ANNUAL FEE:
USD 100 000

THE PARTNER CAN BE:
A PRIVATE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION, THAT OBLIGATORY ANNOUNCE THE REPRESENTATIVE PERSON

LIMITED TO 10 PEOPLE

Two guaranteed slots to all IPSC World Shoots for LIFE!
These are two VIP slots in the Pre-Match or two slots in the Main Match, at no charge.

Two guaranteed slots to any IPSC Level IV Continental Championship for LIFE!
These are two VIP slots in the Pre-Match or Main Match, at no charge.

The rights to attend IPSC General Assembly as an observer
Offer the advises to Executive Council concerning the IPSC global development
Guaranteed priority reservations at the official match hotel
Access to the VIP Parking Area at the shooting range
Two seats at a VIP area of the Opening Ceremony
VIP table at the Awards Ceremonies
A unique, numbered IPSC Patron identity badge, card and wallet
An IPSC Patron pin and certificate
VIP manager for assistance on Level IV and V IPSC matches
Special invitations to the IPSC solemn dinners of the IPSC Directors
Speed tickets for pre-match or main match if needed
Friendly practical shooting Master Class with Mr. Vitaly Kryuchin, IPSC President, European Champion, Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences
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CONDITIONS OF THE TRANSFER OF THE RIGHT

Transfer rights from one Patron to another

Cost 1000 EUR

Patrons may temporarily transfer the rights to their relatives

Free of charge

Patrons may transfer rights forever to close relatives, such as Spouses and children

Free of charge

IPSC PATRON RIGHTS TRANSFER
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: PATRON@IPSC.ORG